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Highlighting Important Issues Facing Today’s Defense Attorneys

COLORADO SUPREME COURT
In re Marriage of Gromicko— Supreme Court instructs trial court as to managing discovery
(SC 01/09/17). In this original proceeding, the Supreme Court considers whether the
district court erred in ordering petitioner to produce a wide range of business records. In
the underlying dissolution proceeding, the district court granted broad discovery from
petitioner, Husband’s employer, based in large part on Wife’s allegation that petitioner
might be Husband’s alter ego and thus might constitute marital property. Petitioner
sought review of the district court’s order pursuant to C.A.R. 21, and the Supreme
Court issued a rule to show cause why the district court’s discovery orders should not
be vacated. The Supreme Court made the rule absolute. The Court concluded that the
district court did not take the requisite active role in managing discovery in response
to petitioner’s scope objections. Specifically, although petitioner timely objected to
the scope of discovery sought from it, the district court made no findings about the
appropriate scope of discovery in light of the reasonable needs of the case, nor did it
tailor the discovery to those needs. Accordingly, the supreme court remanded for further
proceedings consistent with this opinion.

COLORADO COURT OF APPEALS
Kovac v. Farmers Insurance Exchange – Court of Appeals holds ‘received payment’
statutory language means date of release of claims (CA 01/12/17). Kovac was seriously injured
in a car accident with Filipelli. Kovac’s medical expenses exceeded $1.4 million. Filipelli
was covered by Shelter Insurance Company with a liability limit of $100,000. Kovac was
insured with Farmers Insurance Exchange under two different policies which had UIM
coverage. Kovac settled with Shelter for its policy limits. Later, Farmers offered to settle
Kovac’s remaining claims for $80,000, but the parties could not reach a settlement. Kovac
sued Farmers on April 3, 2015 for recovery of UIM benefits, tortious bad faith breach
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of contract, and unreasonable delay and
Legal
Updates
denial of insurance
benefits. Farmers

moved for summary judgment on the
grounds that the Shelter settlement
check was tendered to Kovac’s attorney
on April 2, 2013 and the statute of
limitations therefore ran on April 2,
2015. The district court agreed and
dismissed the suit. On appeal, Kovac
argued that although her attorney
received the check and settlement offer
on April 2, it was not accepted until April
5 when the release was signed and the
check endorsed. Therefore, the statute of
limitations ran on April 5, 2015 and her
complaint was timely filed on April 3,
2015. Section 13-80-107.5(b) provides
that the statute of limitations runs two
years from the date when the insured
“received payment of the settlement” on
the underlying bodily injury claim. The
court of appeals determined that Kovac
released her claims against Filipelli on
April 5, 2013. Therefore, the statute of
limitations had not run when she filed
her complaint against Farmers.

Smith v. State Farm Mutual
Automobile Insurance Co. – Court of
Appeals finds tractor is motor vehicle under
UIM policy (CA 01/12/17). Bunker
was driving a farm tractor when he
collided with Smith’s truck. The hay
spears attached to the tractor pierced
the truck and impaled Smith, leaving
him severely injured. Bunker pleaded
guilty to careless driving, and Smith
settled his claim against Bunker for
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Bunker’s liability policy limits. Because
this settlement did not fully compensate
Smith for his injuries, he filed a claim
for UIM benefits with State Farm.
State Farm denied coverage on the
basis that a farm tractor is not a motor
vehicle. Smith sued and the district
court dismissed the complaint, finding
that the tractor was not a covered
motor vehicle for purposes of the UIM
coverage policy. On appeal, Smith
contended that his policy’s property
damage coverage section definition of
“uninsured motor vehicle” is included
in the UIM coverage provision. The
Colorado Court of Appeals declined to
extend the “uninsured motor vehicle”
definition found only in the property
damage coverage provision beyond
that provision. Smith next contended
that the plain and ordinary meaning
of “motor vehicle” includes the tractor.
The court determined that the plain
and ordinary meaning is an automotive
vehicle not operated on rails and one
with rubber tires for use on highways.
Applying this definition, the court
found that the tractor had wheels and
its own motor, was not operated on rails,
and was designed for use on streets and
highways. Therefore, it was a covered
motor vehicle under Smith’s UIM
coverage provision.
Begley v. Ireson – Court of Appeals
reverses dismissal of tortious interference
with contract case (CA 01/12/17)
Plaintiffs purchased a property in
Denver with the intent of demolishing
the existing house and building a
new house. Their architect’s plans
were approved by the City & County
of Denver, and plaintiffs contracted
with a builder to begin demolition in
anticipation of construction. The builder
demolished the old house and began the
shoring work for the new house. The
neighbors, Ireson and Hoeckele, along

with their attorney, Gibbs (collectively,
defendants), made several threatening
statements to the builder, which
caused him to cease work and breach
his contract with plaintiffs. Plaintiffs
filed a complaint against defendants,
alleging intentional interference with
a contract and intentional interference
with prospective contractual relations.
Several days later, defendants filed suit
against plaintiffs, and moved to dismiss
plaintiffs’ complaint under C.R.C.P.
12(b)(5) for failure to state a claim,
arguing that their allegedly tortious
statements were made in anticipation of
litigation and were therefore protected.
The district court apparently took
judicial notice of defendants’ suit and
granted their C.R.C.P. 12(b)(5) motion.
Plaintiffs appealed. The Colorado Court
of Appeals first noted that motions to
dismiss under C.R.C.P. 12(b)(5) are
viewed with disfavor. The district court
had ruled that the plaintiffs’ complaint
failed to state a claim because there
was no allegation that the statements
by Hoeckele, Ireson, and Gibbs caused
the builder to breach his contract. The
court of appeals found this was error.
The complaint alleged with specificity
several incidents in which Ireson,
Hoeckele, and Gibbs interfered with
the construction contract, and the Court
held that nothing more was required
to survive the motion to dismiss. The
district court next ruled that because
Gibbs’ statements and communications
to the builder were made while he was
representing Ireson and Hoeckele and
were “in anticipation and in furtherance
of litigation,” they were absolutely
privileged against the torts that plaintiffs
alleged. The Court of Appeals again
found that this ruling was in error. The
court analyzed several state appellate
court decisions, as well as section 586 of
the Restatement (Second) of Torts, and
determined that prelitigation statements
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must be made in good faith to be
privileged and the district court made no
finding as to whether Gibbs’ statements
were made in good faith.
Steven Fritzler, v. Cheryl Mitchell
- Court of Appeals holds award of video
deposition and privately hired court reporters
for trial are discretionary (CA 01/12/17).
In this action contesting a will, the
Court reviews evidentiary issues and the
court’s order denying attorney fees and
partially denying costs. First, the Court
held that the inability of the custodian
of medical records lack of personal
knowledge as to entries on the records
goes to the weight of the evidence, not
its admissibility. It also held that if the
trial court finds sufficient evidence to
disprove a rebuttable presumption, it is
not err to refuse to give that instruction.
Next, the trial court properly concluded
that, if fees could not be awarded under
section 13-17-102, C.R.S. 2016, it also
could not award attorney fees to the PR
under its equitable authority. Finally,
the Court held that it was not an abuse
of discretion to deny the costs of a
videographer retained for a deposition;
and, found it was not an abuse of
discretion to deny the cost of a court
reporter for trial [including live time
feeds and rough transcripts] as a ‘luxury’
since the FTR system was determined
to be adequate by the trial court.
Lewis v. Taylor - Innocent investor in
Ponzi scheme maybe entitled to keep some
of the funds exceeding the principal (CA
02/09/17). Taylor invested $3 million in
a hedge fund run by Mueller, a licensed
securities broker. During the period of
his investment, Taylor received a series
of payments from the fund. Taylor
withdrew all his money about one year
after investing and made a profit of over
$487,000. Later, the Colorado securities
commissioner discovered that the hedge
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Lewis was appointed
receiver to collect and
distribute Mueller’s assets
to the creditors and
investors he defrauded
through the Ponzi scheme.

fund was a Ponzi scheme and Mueller
was convicted of various criminal
offenses. Lewis was appointed receiver
to collect and distribute Mueller’s
assets to the creditors and investors he
defrauded through the Ponzi scheme.
Lewis filed a claim under the Colorado
Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act
seeking to void the transfer of net profits
that Taylor received. The district court
granted Lewis summary judgment.
The Court of Appeals considered this
case on remand to “address whether
CUFTA requires Taylor to relinquish
any amount of money exceeding his
principal investment in the Ponzi
scheme.” The parties agreed that Taylor
was an innocent investor; he withdrew
his principal and profits in good faith;
and he gave reasonably equivalent value
for the return of his principal. The
parties disagreed whether Taylor gave
reasonably equivalent value in exchange
for his receipt of the net profits. Taylor
argued that the district court erred by
ruling that he did not give reasonably
equivalent value for transfers he received
that exceeded his principal investment.
The Court reasoned that a Ponzi
scheme receives benefit for using an
innocent investor’s money for a period of
time, regardless of whether the money is
used for proper or fraudulent purposes,
and the use of the money for a period
of time has value. An innocent investor

in a Ponzi scheme may be entitled
to keep some of the funds exceeding
the principal amount if such funds
constituted a reasonably equivalent value
on the principal investment. Therefore,
the district court erred by not accounting
for the time value of Taylor’s principal
investment when determining whether
he gave reasonably equivalent value
under CRS § 38-8-109(1) for transfers
he received from Mueller’s fund. The
summary judgment was reversed and
the case was remanded for the district
court to make additional findings about
the individual transfers Taylor received
from Mueller’s fund and to consider
whether Taylor received the transfers for
reasonably equivalent value.
Active Release Techniques, LLC v.
Xtomic, LLC – Court of Appeals reverses
abuse of process verdict in trade secret case
(CA 02/09/17). Plaintiffs ART provided
training, seminars, and business support
software for healthcare professionals
specializing in “active release techniques.”
ART’s owner hired Xtomic, LLC to
manage ART’s information technology
services and provide IT support. Years
later, a co-owner of Xtomic and a
former employee of ART, among others,
formed Select Seminar Services, LLC to
market seminar training for a different
soft tissue technique than that offered
by ART, using software programs that
Xtomic had developed, including a
program that ART also used. ART
petitioned for a temporary restraining
order and preliminary injunction and
asserted several claims. Xtomic asserted
counterclaims, including, as relevant
here, a claim for abuse of process.
Xtomic argued that ART had an
ulterior motive to use the lawsuit as a
means to harass Xtomic and run it out
of business. ART moved for a directed
verdict, which the court denied, relying
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for summary judgment. The Court of
Appeals interpreted the meaning of the
insurance agreement and applied the
Colorado Supreme Court’s definition
of surface water and the plain-language
definitions of “the earth’s surface” and
the precipitation at issue in this case. The
Court concluded that the precipitation
that fell on Martinez’s home and then
flowed into the window wells was all
surface water, which the insurance policy
unambiguously barred from coverage as
a matter of law.

TENTH CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS
primarily on (1) ART’s settlement
with the former employee; (2) ART’s
reputation for filing lawsuits to control
the behavior of former associates and
business partners; and (3) letters that
ART sent to numerous individuals
who were not directly involved in the
litigation to preserve various documents.
A jury found in favor of Xtomic. On
appeal, ART contended that the trial
court erred by denying its motion for
a directed verdict on Xtomic’s abuse
of process counterclaim. The abuse
of process tort was developed as a
remedy for the filing of what could be a
meritorious action that is manipulated to
obtain an improper advantage unrelated
to the substance of the action. Abuse
of process focuses not on the alleged
wrongdoer’s motivations or intentions,
but on whether the legal system was used
for its intended purpose. Here, ART’s
settlement with the former employee
was not evidence of abuse of process
because the settlement was used as
intended, to resolve a conflict without a
trial. Second, ART’s reputation for filing
or its abuse of process in other lawsuits
has no bearing on the allegations here.
Third, the letters ART sent were not
a legal proceeding or a court process.

Accordingly, the trial court should
have granted ART’s motion for a
directed verdict on the abuse of process
counterclaim as a matter of law. The
jury’s verdict in favor of Xtomic on the
abuse of process claim and the damages
award predicated on that verdict were
vacated, and the case was remanded to
amend the damages award accordingly.
Martinez v. American Family Mutual
Insurance Co. – Court of Appeals holds
precipitation that falls and flows into
window wells is surface water (CA
02/09/17). Martinez filed a claim with
his insurer, American Family, for water
damage to his home caused by hail and
rain that collected at the bottom of the
home’s below-ground window wells.
American Family denied the claim
because “flooding” and “surface water”
were excluded from coverage under the
policy. Martinez filed suit for declaratory
judgment on the coverage issue, among
other claims. The trial court granted
American Family’s motion for summary
judgment on the coverage issue. On
appeal, Martinez argued that his policy
did not bar coverage as a matter of law
and, accordingly, the district court erred
in granting American Family’s motion

In re: Hayes Family Trust – Payment
of appraisal before entering judgment is
settlement and no judgment should enter.
Docket: 15-6164 (10th Cir. 01/04/17).
This appeal arose out of a property
damage claim filed by the Hayes
Family Trust against State Farm Fire
& Casualty. When the parties could
not agree on the amount of loss, Hayes
invoked an appraisal process provided by
the policy to calculate the loss incurred.
After Hayes sought the district court’s
assistance with the appointment of an
umpire, the parties participated in the
appraisal process, which resulted in
a unanimous award. State Farm paid
the balance of that award, and Hayes
accepted payment. But despite State
Farm’s payment, at Hayes’s request, the
district court confirmed the award and
entered judgment in favor of Hayes.
Hayes promptly moved for an award of
prejudgment interest, attorney’s fees, and
costs under a prevailing party statute. In
response, State Farm moved to vacate
or amend the judgment. Finding that
the parties settled any dispute over
the amount of loss, the court agreed
with State Farm and vacated its order
confirming the appraisal award and the
judgment. The Tenth Circuit affirmed.
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Belnap v. Iasis Healthcare – Tenth
Circuit enforces arbitration agreement,
albeit reluctantly Docket: 15-4010 (10th
Cir. 01/05/17) LeGrand Belnap,
M.D., was a surgeon at the Salt Lake
Regional Medical Center (“SLRMC”).
Dr. Belnap and SLRMC entered a
Management Services Agreement under
which he would provide consulting
services to help SLRMC develop a
new surgical center. The Agreement
contained an arbitration provision,
including an agreement to arbitrate
questions of arbitrability. SLRMC
subsequently disciplined Dr. Belnap for
alleged misconduct and then reversed
course and vacated the discipline. As a
result, Dr. Belnap brought various claims
against SLRMC, its alleged parent
company, and several of its individual
employees. These Defendants moved
to compel arbitration based on the
arbitration provision in the Agreement.
The district court determined that most
of the claims fell outside the scope of
the Agreement, and granted in part and
denied in part the motion. Defendants
appealed the portions of the district
court’s order denying their motion to
stay litigation and to compel arbitration,
arguing: (1) because the parties agreed
to arbitrate arbitrability, the district
court erred when it failed to submit all
questions of arbitrability to an arbitrator;
and (2) even if the parties did not agree
to arbitrate arbitrability, the district
court erred when it found that any of
Dr. Belnap’s claims fell outside the scope
of the Agreement, despite also finding
that the Agreement’s dispute-resolution
provision was broad. The Tenth Circuit
found that by incorporating the
JAMS Rules into the Agreement, Dr.
Belnap and SLRMC evidenced a clear
and unmistakable intent to delegate
questions of arbitrability to an arbitrator.
Nevertheless, the Tenth Circuit
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concluded the district court reached the
right outcome regarding Dr. Belnap’s
first claim against SLRMC (compelling
that claim to arbitration) and upheld
that portion of its order. The Court
felt “constrained,” however, to reverse
the order as to the remainder of the
SLRMC claims. The Court remanded,
instructing the court to compel all of
Dr. Belnap’s claims against SLRMC to
arbitration. With respect to Defendants
who did not sign the Agreement, the
Court held they were not entitled to
enforce the arbitration provision of the
Agreement.
DeWitt v. Southwestern Bell
Telephone - Docket: 14-3192
(10th Cir. 01/18/17). DeWitt appealed
a district court’s order granting
summary judgment to her former
employer, Southwestern Bell Telephone
Company (SWBTC) on her claims of
disability discrimination and failure to
accommodate her disability in violation
of the Americans with Disabilities
Act and retaliation in violation of the
Family and Medical Leave Act. In 2009
and early 2010, DeWitt used FMLA
leave intermittently for health issues
related to her diabetes. DeWitt only
took FMLA leave when vacation days
were not available because DeWitt
believed that SWBTC “frowned
upon” employees taking FMLA leave.
DeWitt’s employment was terminated
in 2010 when she allegedly hung up on
two customers during a low blood sugar
episode. DeWitt explained that she did
not remember taking the calls due to
a severe drop in her blood sugar. After
review, the Tenth Circuit concluded
that SWBTC was entitled to summary
judgment because: (1) it advanced a
legitimate, non-retaliatory reason for
taking adverse employment action
against DeWitt (i.e., DeWitt’s hanging

up on customers while on a Last Chance
Agreement); and (2) DeWitt failed
to demonstrate that SWBTC’s stated
reason for its disciplinary action was
pretextual.
Perez v. El Tequila, LLC – Don’t mess
with the Division of Labor - Docket:
16-5002
(10th Cir. 02/07/17).
Defendants-Appellants El Tequila,
LLC, and Carlos Aguirre (collectively,
“El Tequila”) appealed a $2,137,627.44
judgment in favor of Plaintiff- Appellee,
Secretary of the Department of Labor
(Secretary). El Tequila was a restaurant
with four locations in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
In December 2010, an employee from
the Harvard location complained
to the Department of Labor’s Wage
and Hour Division. The complaint
prompted the WHD to investigate
the Harvard location (First Harvard
Investigation). The First Harvard
Investigation consisted of interviews
with employees and El Tequila’s owner,
Aguirre; examining payroll documents;
and touring the restaurant. The payroll
records showed employees were paid
$7.25 per hour (the minimum wage),
worked about forty hours a week,
and received overtime when required.
Interviews with Aguirre and his
employees confirmed this information.
The WHD investigator only found
recordkeeping violations, and closed
the First Harvard Investigation.
Additional
employee
complaints
prompted the WHD to investigate the
Harvard location a second time. This
time, the WHD investigator arrived
at the Harvard location unannounced,
and discovered several violations. The
records Mr. Aguirre provided during
the First Harvard Investigation, known
as middle sheets, were based on his
false summaries of how many hours
employees worked, rather than actual
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clock-in and clock-out times. During the
Second Investigation, Aguirre provided
the WHD investigator with time sheets
that contained actual clock-in and
clock-out times. Aguirre withheld these
time sheets during the First Harvard
Investigation, and many time entries had
been “whited-out” and edited to conform
with the Federal Labor Standards Act.
The Second Investigation would reveal
that Aguirre instructed employees to lie
during their interviews. Time sheets and
middle sheets were found to have been
falsified. In September 2011, the WHD
investigated El Tequila’s Memorial,
Owasso, and Broken Arrow locations
because Aguirre admitted the same
impermissible payment practices were
occurring there. In October 2012, the
Secretary filed suit because El Tequila
refused to pay its employees at the
Broken Arrow, Owasso, and Memorial
locations for wages from October 2009
to August 2011. On appeal, El Tequila
challenged aspects of the investigations
and subsequent trial, including the
amount of damages ordered against it.
Finding no reversible error, the Tenth
Circuit affirmed the judgment.
*******************
Colorado Rules of Civil Procedure
Amended in First Rule Change of 2017
On Monday, January 23, 2017, the
Colorado State Judicial Branch
announced Rule Change 2017(01),
effective January 12, 2017. Rule Change
2017(01) amends several rules of the
Colorado Rules of Civil Procedure. The
changes to Rules 17, 40, 60, 122, 305.5,
and 121 §§ 1-14, 1-19, 1-23, and 1-26,
as well as the changes to JDF 1111, are
effective immediately. The changes to
Rules 33, 103, 403, Form 20, and forms
accompanying 103 and 403, are effective
March 1, 2017.
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The changes to Rule 33 affect pattern
interrogatories and responses. The
changes are quite extensive. A comment
was added to Rule 33 to explain
[1] Pattern interrogatories have been
modified to more appropriately conform
to the 2015 amendments to C.R.C.P. 16,
26, and 33. A change to or deletion of a
pre-2017 pattern interrogatory should
not be construed as making that former
interrogatory improper, but instead,
only that the particular interrogatory is,
as of the effective date of the 2017 rule
change, modified as stated or no longer
a “pattern interrogatory.”
[2] The change to C.R.C.P. 33(e) is
made to conform to the holding of
Leaffer v. Zarlengo, 44 P.3d 1072 (Colo.
2002).
Rules 103 and 403 were amended
to conform dates to the “Rule of 7”
and to provide clarification regarding
garnishments. The changes to Rules 103
and 403 are substantially similar. Forms
26, 28, 29, 31, 32, and 33 were also
amended. The jurat or Return of Service
was removed from each form, and other
changes were made to conform to the
changes to Rules 103 and 403.
Rule 121, § 1-23 was amended to add
a paragraph (7) regarding bonding over
liens. Rule 122 was changed to update
contact
information
requirements
for appointed judges, and to remove
language from the affirmation.
https://www.courts.state.co.us/Courts/
Supreme_Court/Rule_Changes/2017.
cfm

Upcoming CLEs & Events
All CLEs are free to members, including
adult beverages and appetizers (unless
you are attending a webinar, we don’t
deliver, ha!). Please take advantage of
the committees’ dedicated efforts to
present quality and timely CLEs for their
respective substantive law areas of practice.

Advocating for your Client’s Indemnity
Coverage: The Invisible Line
March 8, 2017
4:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Pappadeaux Seafood Kitchen
7520 E. Progress Place
Greenwood Village 80111
Best Practices for Avoiding and Handling
Grievances
March 16, 2017
4:30 PM
Wheeler Trigg O’Donnell LLP
370 17th Street, Suite 2400
CDLA TRIAL ACADEMY
April 26, 2017
12:00 PM
SpringHill Suites
1190 Auraria Parkway
2017 Annual Conference Tom Rice,
Conference Chair Senter Goldfarb & Rice
July 27, 2017
Eldorado Hotel & Spa 309 West San
Francisco Street Santa Fe, NM 87501
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Since 1983, Rimkus Consulting Group,
Inc. has built and maintained a reputation
of quality, reliability, and integrity in
service to its clients. Our staff of forensic
professionals is dedicated to fast, efficient
response and delivering a product of
uncompromising quality. We have a local
office in Denver, and 29 offices across the
country to assist you with your forensic
needs. Please contact us at 720-488-8710.

Western Engineering & Research
Corporation
(WERC)
provides
forensic engineering investigation for
the insurance and legal industries.
Our engineers conduct analyses and
provide testimonies related to structural,
electrical and mechanical failures;
fires and explosions; vehicle accident
reconstruction; and construction site and
personal injury incidents.

www.rimkus.com

www.werc.com

JAMS mediators and arbitrators
successfully resolve cases ranging in
size, industry and complexity, typically
achieving results more efficiently and
cost effectively than through litigation.
JAMS neutrals are skilled in alternative
dispute resolution (ADR) processes
including mediation, arbitration, special
master, discovery referee, project neutral,
and dispute review board work.
www.jamsadr.com

Summit Litigation Support has been
designed to help attorneys navigate
throughout the course of litigation. Our
eDiscovery, scanning, printing, video
editing, and evidence capture services are
all valuable tools we have available to aid
in the identification and outlining of the
case. Summit’s experienced trial support
team implements the latest technologies
to succinctly convey your message to the
court and jury. Our goal is to streamline the
workload and allow attorneys the freedom
to devote attention to the message and
meaning of the dispute.
www.summit-litigation-support.com

As one of the oldest, most successful
private judicial services in the country,
JAG provides the legal and business
communities with cost effective, efficient
dispute resolution programs, including
mediation and arbitration. In addition to
providing alternative dispute resolution
methods, JAG arbiters also conduct mock
appellate arguments and review; serve in
court-appointed functions such as receivers,
liquidators, trustees, special masters and
statutorily appointed judges; and conduct
mock jury trials and focus groups. JAG
is composed exclusively of former trial
and appellate judges, each of whom was
a distinguished leader during service on
the bench. Each judge brings to JAG a
commitment to case resolution based upon
a depth of knowledge and experience with
litigants and the legal process.

With
over
90
scientific
and
engineering disciplines, Exponent’s
staff of approximately 900, located
in 20 offices throughout the nation
and 5 international offices, combines
unparalleled technical expertise with
the ability, when necessary, to focus
this knowledge in extremely short time
frames. Our multidisciplinary team
of engineers, scientists and regulatory
consultants will perform either in-depth
scientific research and analysis, or very
rapid-response evaluations, to provide
our clients with the critical information
that both day-to-day and strategic
decisions can require.
www.exponent.com

www.jaginc.com
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A powerful resource in
litigation for more than
45 years, S-E-A, Ltd.
is a multi-disciplined
engineering and fire
investigation
company
specializing in failure analysis. Our fulltime, court qualified staff consists of over
200 mechanical, biomechanical, electrical,
metallurgical and civil engineers, as well
as fire investigators, industrial hygienists,
environmental/health & safety specialists,
as well as an in-house visualization
services group. These disciplines interact
to provide thorough and independent
analyses that will support any subsequent
litigation. Losses can be assigned 24 hours
a day to any of our 11 offices by calling
800-782-6851.

LexisNexis® is a leading global provider
of content and technology solutions
that enable legal professionals to make
informed decisions and achieve better
business outcomes. LexisNexis harnesses
leading-edge technology and world-class
content to help professionals work in
faster, easier and more effective ways.
www.lexisnexis.com

www.robsonforensic.com

Lukava strives to be your firm’s sole
resource for information technology.
Lukava is well versed in the applications
and workflows most law firms use. We
offer monthly, fixed rate IT services that
save law firms thousands of dollars per year.
We offer the latest technologies to ensure
disaster recovery, IT compliance, business
continuity, office collaboration, universal
access to your critical data, 24 x 7 relentless
support and enhanced security. Not only
do we support your IT infrastructure but
we support the applications that ride on it.
From Worldox to Quickbooks we support
what you use. Our goal is to make you
forget about IT and focus on your business.
For more information call 303.351.0293.

Martin/Martin, Inc. is a full-service
consulting civil and structural engineering
firm, built on experience and industry
leadership cultivated since the 1940s.
We provide engineering design and
construction administration across a
variety of market sectors - healthcare,
education, site development, office
and residential, industrial, and federal/
municipal. This real-world expertise
allows us to provide detailed, evidencebased consulting and litigation. We have
specialized expertise in investigation and
testimony related to alleged construction
defects, foundation movement, fire and
wind damage, historic structures, building
envelope, fall protection, site drainage,
grading, and related structural and civil
engineering issues. Our engineers also
serve in leadership positions on national
committees including ACI, ASTM,
ANSI, AISC, and NCSEA, to influence
and remain knowledgeable of changes and
trends impacting the A/E/C industry.

www.lukavalabs.com

www.martinmartin.com

www.sealimited.com

Robson Forensic Inc. is an integrated team
of forensic engineers, architects, scientists
and fire investigators. Our experts include
civil, construction, mechanical, structural
and electrical engineers, architects and
certified fire investigators. Our firm
is dedicated to providing high quality
investigations, reports and testimony to
assist in the resolution of disputes and
litigation. In every area of our practice, we
believe our clients are best served by the
truth. Sound technical solutions lead to
satisfactory case resolutions.

Vocational Diagnostics,
Inc. is the authority
in vocational damages
assessment and life care
planning. Specializing
in catastrophic injury
cases, we are the experts in the assessment
of children and adults in a wide range
of cases, including personal injury,
divorce, medical malpractice and labor/
employment. For more than 28 years, VDI
has developed a well-deserved reputation
for its unbiased expertise. The fact that
both plaintiff and defense counsel routinely
retain our services indicates the high level
of respect VDI has on both sides of the
aisle for the quality of our work. We are
proud to provide unparalleled professional
consulting and expert witness services
to the legal and insurance communities
throughout the U.S. and Canada.
www.vocationaldiagnostics.com
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F

Agren Blando offers court reporting,
videography,
transcription,
videoconferencing, document services,
streaming, online repository and
ediscovery services.
We host depositions, arbitration,
mediation and conferences in our four
beautiful and fully equipped conference
rooms. With offices in Denver, Boulder,
Fort Collins, Colorado Springs and the
western slope, we serve the entire state of
Colorado.
For nearly fifty years, Agren Blando Court
Reporting & Video, Inc. has steadily grown
into one of the largest and most reputable
court reporting firms in Colorado. We
work closely with individual practitioners
as well as the world’s most prestigious law
firms and corporations. Agren Blando
has developed a reputation for accuracy,
innovation, and dedicated service.
National and International Coverage
We have a network of thousands of court
reporters available anywhere from coast to
coast and internationally. We are proud
to be large enough to handle the most
challenging litigation demands, yet staffed
adequately to give personal and careful
attention to each individual client.
www.agrenblando.com

Advanced Professional Investigations
is a local investigator-owned company
centrally located and serving all of
Colorado. Years of in-field experience
in insurance defense, fraud and worker’s
compensation claims investigations, and
family law investigations have enabled
API to put together one of the most
specialized and highly skilled team of
licensed investigators in Colorado.
Our services include: Surveillance,
Insurance
Defense
Investigations,
Employee Misconduct Investigations,
Cyber Media Profiles, Background
Investigations, Asset Checks, Witness
Interviews
and
Photography/
Videography.
We are Diligent! You can count on us
to give a constant and earnest effort
to accomplish what we undertake.
Whether we are conducting surveillance
or any other type of investigation, our job
is to observe objectively and document
precisely.
We maintain the highest integrity and
consistency, ensuring our methods,
techniques and documentation will be
upheld in a legal setting. We find timely
solutions to our clients’ objectives. When
you partner with Advanced Professional
Investigations, you partner with a leader
in the profession.
www.apisurveillancespecialists.com

O

R
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Nelson Forensics is a multi-discipline
investigation and consulting firm
specializing in forensic engineering
(architectural,civil,structural,mechanical
and electrical), forensic architecture,
chemistry and environmental science,
and cost estimating. With licensed and
registered experts nationwide, Nelson
Forensics offers unparalleled support to
the insurance and legal arenas. Please
call us at 877-850-8765.
www.nelsonforensics.com

The licensed engineers and consultants
at Advanced Engineering Investigations
Corporation have over 100 years
combined experience in the forensic field.
Founded in 2005, our experts have
performed investigations in all 50 States.
We have technical expertise in areas
including explosions, electrical failure
analysis, fires, fire suppression systems,
civil and structural assessments and carbon
monoxide incidents - just to name a few!
Our clients include propane and
natural gas companies, gas appliance
manufacturers, law firms, insurance
carriers and the transportation industry.
www.aeiengineers.com
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Since 1986, clients have turned to Ninyo
& Moore for innovative solutions to
complex geotechnical and environmental
challenges. As a leading geotechnical
and environmental sciences engineering
and consulting firm, Ninyo & Moore
provides specialized services to clients
in both the public and private sectors.
With offices in California, Nevada,
Arizona, Colorado, and Texas, the firm
is fully committed to being responsive,
cost-efficient, and thorough in meeting
its clients’ project needs and objectives.
www.ninyoandmoore.com

BRC specializes in the forensic analysis
of how injuries are caused. Using
engineering and medical science, we
objectively answer two primary questions:
did an injury occur and, if so, did the
injury occur as alleged? In this effort,
BRC employs qualified biomechanics
who have MD and/or PhD degrees
and extensive experience in collision
investigation and injury tolerance as
well as professional engineers trained
in crash reconstruction. Recognizing
that many are facing increasing financial
pressures, BRC provides a broad range
of qualified consultants to accommodate
most working budgets.

CDLA
FOUNDATION
DONORS
DONOR
PRIMUM

Montgomery
Amatuzio Dusbabek
Chase
Frank Patterson &
Associates
Tom & Teresa Rice
John Rodman &
Associates
Senter Goldfarb &
Rice

DONOR
TERTIUM

Kristin Caruso &
Michael Mallar

www.brconline.com
Forensic Pursuit provides expert
computer
forensic
investigation,
preventative
forensic,
e-discovery
and educational services to attorneys,
businesses and individuals worldwide.
Established in 2006, Forensic Pursuit
has become a leader in emerging
forensic technology, setting standards of
excellence at every level.
From Kuwait to London, Denver to
Dallas, Forensic Pursuit follows strict
procedures with every investigation to
ensure future admissibility of evidence.
All Forensic Pursuit are CHFI and
EnCE certified computer forensic
investigators.

MCD Professional Consulting offers
expert engineering services in the fields
of civil/geotechnical and environmental
engineering. We take pride in serving
both insurance and attorney clients with
professionalism, honesty, and integrity.
www.mcdproconsulting.com

www.forensicpursuit.com
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